First-Year Seminar Faculty Updates
July 13, 2020
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Summer and Fall Updates:
2020–2021 FSEM compensation and budget
Discoveries orientation
Summer and fall professional development and support
Advising
Changes to One Book
Q&A
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2020–2021 FSEM Compensation
FSEM Compensation 2020-21

Payment

Discoveries Week

$500.

Advising Stipend

$2050.
Total FSEM pay:

$2550.

Additional Opportunity pay in FSEM 20-21:
Summer Outreach to your FSEM students **

$500.

Summer Professional Development -8/14/2020

$150.

Summer Professional Development -8/28/2020

$150.

Fall Professional Development 9/2/2020

$150.

Fall Professional Development 9/3/2020

$150.

Post Fall Quarter Assessment

$150

Winter/Spring Professional Development

$150 per session

Additional Opportunities:
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2020–2021 FSEM Budget
FSEM Budget

Payment

Additionally:
Activities for Fall Quarter

$25 per student in your class

Activities for Winter/Spring Quarter

$25 per student in your class/per quarter

*New Faculty material fee (Request only)

$250.

*New Faculty to the FSEM- Course
Development

$1500.
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First Year Advising
What you have to know before mid-August
Kateri.McRae@du.edu
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First Year Advising – Summer 2020
• If you are a brand new (or rusty) advisor, please view the
new student registration videos (short!)
– Created for students, but incredibly helpful for understanding expectations
for students over the summer, basics of curriculum

– https://www.du.edu/registrar/newstudent/advising/index.html
• Preparing for New Student Registration
• Common Curriculum

• Reach out to faculty mentor with questions if you’re unsure
how to support/help student with questions
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Important Advising Dates for Summer/Autumn 2020
July 20-24
New Student
Registration

August 3
(begin)

August 28
(begin)

September
7, 8, 9

September
14

Schedule checks
(academic
advisors)

FSEM faculty
schedule checks

(Most) students
arrive on
campus

Classes begin

FSEM professional
development and
training
• August 14:
synchronous
• August 17-28:
asynchronous
• August 28:
synchronous

FSEM letters sent
out

Early/Mid
August
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• September 2:
synchronous
• September 3:
synchronous

Discoveries Week
FSEM
programming

Tuition refund
deadline (last day
to change
registration
online)

September
2&3

September
9, 10, 11

September
20

Inclusiveness

First Year Advising – Advising Resources
• These are helpful resources to yourself, or to pass along to students
– New student registration website
• Typical first year schedule by college/discipline

– BULLETIN.du.edu with major requirements and course plans
– Office of academic advising – doing schedule checks and outreach this summer
• GREEN folder
• Major advising contact list

– Registrar (transfer credits, AP/IB equivalencies)
– Specific units (for tricky questions about FOLA, SI: Natural, etc)
– Other resource offices
•
•
•
•

Disability Services Program
Career Services
Access and Transition Programs (E-STEM, ELI, 1GENU, VIP)
Learning Effectiveness Program
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First Year Advising – Summer 2020
• As a first year advisor, you may gently communicate to students that
it’s their responsibility to know their requirements while still offering to
support/be of help
– Have you checked out the videos on the new student registration website?
They’re short and pretty clear. I’m happy to help you find any answers you have
after watching those.
– Have you checked how that shows up on your degree audit (with link to how to
check degree audit)?
– Have you checked your schedule against the course plans for that major in the
bulletin?
– Have you reached out to the advising contacts in your major? (Do you need to?)

• Feel free to follow up by offering to double check their understanding
or help them navigate to find the information they need
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Advising Training (Online/Asynchronous):
August 17-August 28
What to Expect
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advising as essential for student success
Structure of advising at DU – Responsibilities, who does what when
Conceptual foundations of advising
DU curriculum basics
DU Academic policies and procedures
Inclusive Excellence through advising
Balancing advising with other responsibilities
Partnerships, resources, student support systems at DU
Technology and systems of advising
Advising first year students
Best practices for advising remotely/virtually
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Advising Training (Online/Synchronous):
September 3 10 am – 12 pm
What to Expect

•
•
•
•

Small group follow-up activities to some modules
Hands-on technology/systems walk-throughs
Small group discussions/ support
Opportunities for Q & A
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The

One Book, One DU

Program

LP Picard

Teaching Associate Professor
University Writing Program
Director of One Book, One DU

Lauren.Picard@du.edu
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One Book: Background
How do individuals from a wide range of backgrounds and value systems become a
community?
This is the challenge and reward at the heart of One Book, One DU—a program
dedicated to building community through a series of shared intellectual
experiences inspired by a storytelling. Entering its fifth year, One Book, One DU
seeks to provide opportunities for our campus to reflect on the roots of our
beliefs, our aspirations, and our values, and to consider how we can leverage
our collective experiences toward the University's mission of contributing to the
public good.
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Current:

One Book Goals

Common Reading Programs like One Book combine two key High-Impact Education Practices (or
HIPs): First-Year Seminars & Common Intellectual Experiences. Research suggests that HIPs increase
rates of student retention and student engagement; additionally, HIPs have been shown to increase
student learning outcomes.
Since 2016, One Book, One DU has invited our incoming first-year and transfer students to engage
with a common text and then share their own story using a common prompt.
The goals of our program have been to:

1.
2.
3.

Model intellectual inquiry and rigor for our incoming students;
Invite individuals to view themselves as part of a broader community;
Provide space for DU to grapple with the challenges that face our campus, community, +
beyond, and define our values along the way.
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One Book: Past Selections + Prompts

2016-17
Encountering the
Unfamiliar…
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Telling Someone
Else’s Story…
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Something We’ve Lost
or Taken for Granted…
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2019-20
Welcoming (or
Being) a
Newcomer…

One Book is now part of…
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grandchallenges.du.edu
Based on input from across campus and the community, the theme for
DUGC was set in October 2017: “Thriving Communities”.

Thriving Communities
Our potential to thrive together is tied in
with our ability to address interconnected
issues that affect living, working, and
participating in our communities.
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grandchallenges.du.edu

Communities thrive when each of has
what we need to fully live, work, and
participate in the social fabric that
holds us all together. DU Grand
Challenges is dedicated to making
that vision a reality.
To do it, we work across
three interconnected action areas,
informed and fueled by robust
community partnerships and
programs.
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Need to Refine:

1.
2.
3.

One Book Goals

Model intellectual inquiry and rigor for our incoming students;
• Use stories and storytelling to advance deliberation and action for the public good;
Invite individuals to view themselves as part of a broader [thriving] community;
Provide space for DU to grapple with the challenges that face our campus, community, +
beyond, and define our values along the way.

Participating: Advancing deliberation and action for the public good includes amplifying
youth voice and deepening civic engagement, as well as preparing new leaders and
strengthening our connections to each other.
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Important (re)Framing:
1. First Text(s), Not Only Text
2. Stories = Heart of Program
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Plan for 2020-21: Featured Spoken Stories

Each quarter, we will feature 5 spoken stories that
speak to a different theme:

• Fall: Discovering Values
• Winter: Defining Purpose
• Spring: Thriving Together
These will be short (5-10 minutes) and from a variety of
contemporary sources: The Moths, The Narrators,
StoryCorps, TED, etc.
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Draft (will be updated) for 2020-21: One Prompt
Our storytelling prompt will be inspired by Edward R. Murrow’s 1950s This I Believe series. To combat the paranoia,
fear, and discrimination of the era, Murrow and Ward Wheelock, an advertising executive, invited both public
leaders and everyday people to define their core values in five-minute stories.
Sixty-four years later, Murrow’s words from the premier still resonate:
• We hardly need to be reminded that we are living in an age of confusion—a lot of us have traded in our beliefs
for bitterness and cynicism or for a heavy package of despair, or even a quivering portion of hysteria. Opinions
can be picked up cheap in the market place while such commodities as courage and fortitude and faith are in
alarmingly short supply. [link]
In 2005, fifty years after the original series ended, radio host Jay Allison revived the series for NPR to recapture the
core values of the nation. For the Fall of 2020, fifteen years later, the University of Denver picks up the charge.

Aligned with the Community + Value Initiative’s mission to compose a collective narrative of our
shared values and with DU Grand Challenge’s mission to collectively develop, implement, and pursue
actions that make a real impact for our communities, One Book, One DU invites you to help us
(re)define and (re)discover the values of our community.
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Draft/Plan for 2020-21: One Prompt

This year’s One Prompt encourages you to share a story that
illustrates ‘a personal belief, a value which rules your thought
and action.’ [link] Though participants in both the original “This I
Believe” series and the 2005 revival shared experiences from across their
lifetimes, we ask that you reflect upon the past several months. What
values, beliefs, or ideals have been discovered—or even confirmed—for you
in 2020? The snapshots that you use to illustrate this personal philosophy,
though, can come from any moment in your life.
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Plan for 2020-21: Featured Spoken Stories
**Update from FSEM Informal Q/A on 7/6**

Each quarter, we will feature 5 spoken stories that
speak to a different theme:

Expanding Story Collections for
Consideration. Though our prompt will still
be inspired by the This I Believe call for
contributions, we are looking for more
contemporary and representative models.

• Fall: Discovering Values
• Winter: Defining Purpose
• Spring: Thriving Together

Ad-Hoc Selection Committee met Wed 7/8 to
discuss the need to pivot away from TIB as sole
site of shared texts.

These will be short (5-10 minutes) and from a variety of
contemporary sources: The Moths, The Narrators,
StoryCorps, TED, etc.

Will meet again this week to select our featured
stories. These will be sent to faculty as
soon as possible.
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For Incoming Students
• Discoveries Online Canvas Module (Involvement) will introduce
the One Book program, the Shared Texts (5 featured spoken
stories), and the Prompt. Module opens on Monday August 10th.
• Students will submit their prompt response through this module
in the Discoveries Canvas Class by Monday August 31st.
– Qualtrics Form. Can also submit to Encountering Stories.
– Will send to faculty by EOD Friday September 4th.
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Programming In Development
• Encountering Stories–will likely be an exhibit or digital collection
• Faculty Videos / Recorded Stories (in lieu of All Campus Lectures
or other academic panels)
• OLs / RAs leading discussion of One Prompt responses and/or
shared texts…
We do have a Programming Committee // DUGC Community Engaged Fellows to help us
develop year-long opportunities for engagement. Further details will be shared in September’s
Training & on our website.
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A Community Table
What is it?

A unique platform that can be used virtually or in person to foster
asset-based conversations on pressing social issues.
How you might use it:
•

A unique way to engage students in critical reflection about
course content, One Book readings/prompts, or current events

•

A potential assignment that builds students’ facilitation,
leadership, and communication skills

And…
•

Excellence

It’s easy! All materials can be found online at www.du.edu/table.
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FSEM Faculty & One Book: Mentorship
• Chancellor’s Convocation: 4D Study & C+V Initiative
• Adapted Prompt Response (3-4 minutes):
– How have your values shaped your path as a teacher, scholar,
practitioner?
– Or, how has your scholarship/creative work/service refined
your values?
– Ask students to reflect upon the relationship between their values/beliefs and
academic/professional plans…
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One Book: Resources
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One Book: Resources (example from 2019)
Program History + Welcome Letter
All-Campus Lectures, Connected Courses, Helen Thorpe Event
Thorpe’s Bio, Book Reviews, Interviews w/ Thorpe & Williams
Framing Materials
Online Resources
Discussion Questions for the Book
Discussion Questions for the Prompt
Short-Answer & Essay Prompts
Curated Readings:
• Climate Change + Excerpts, DQs, & Activities
• Images of Crisis + Excerpts & Activities
• Education + Excerpts, DQs, & Activities
• Storytelling
• “Encountering Stories” – Call for Submissions
• Many Voices, One DU – Call for Submissions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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FSEM Connections: DUGC Student Scholars
FSEM can be a jumping off point for students to get involved. Opportunity to support FSEM students in getting
involved with their DU and Denver communities around issues that matter to them.

• First/second year undergraduate civic identity development program
• Rooted in community organizing and emergent strategy principles
• Participants:
– Receive training in topics including identifying self/collective interest,
power-mapping, anti-oppression analysis, and process facilitation
– Develop and implement civic action plans
– Receive mentoring from community partners, faculty, and CE Fellows
– Engage in ongoing critical reflection and create ePortfolios
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FSEM Connections: DUGC Course Grants
• Up to $500 for course development and/or project funds
that connect to the DU Grand Challenges themes
• Examples of Fundable Expenses
– Course activity costs as well as materials and supplies
– Faculty stipends of $50/hour for up to 5 hours of time
required course development.
– Expenses directly related to carrying out a project
(e.g., honorarium for community partner time,
mileage reimbursement for transportation to
community sites, meals during project events).
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Important (re)Framing:
1. First Text(s), Not Only Text
2. FSEM Faculty are First Touchpoint, Not Only Touchpoint

Featured Spoken Stories Announced/Delivered ASAP
Resources Available by September Training
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